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CHAPTER 1 Infoduction

1.1 Power system stability

A Power system normally remains in a state of equilibrium under normal operating condi-

tions and regains an acceptable state of equilibrium after being subjected to a disturbance.

Small signal stability is the ability of a power system to maintain synchronism when sub-

ject to a small disturbance. The disturbances are considered sufficiently small if the model

used for small signal analysis is a true representation of the nonlinear system. Duri-ng the

disturbances, power systems exhibit oscillations of various parameters viz. voltage, active

and reactive power flow, frequency etc., and control systems are called upon to damp out

those oscillations. Also during normal operations, control systems' objective is to operate

as efficiently as possible by maintaining voltage and frequency close to nominal values.

The equations governing the dl,namics of power systems are nonlinear, from which it is

diffrcult to understand its behavior and to identif, the inputs to control them. Hence, it is

necessary to transform and,/or make few approximations about the system before analyz-

ing it. In small signal analysis, the traditional way of analyzing power systems aad design-

I



IntroductioD

ing conhollers, the differential equations goveming the dynamics of power systems are

expanded about a Stable Equilibrium Point (SEP) using Taylor series and the system is

linearized using the first term ofthe series. By doing so it is not possible to model the non-

linearity associated with the dl.namics. But now a days power demands and ma¡ket struc-

ture are causing the system to operate more and more close to the point of steady state

instability, which causes the system to be more and more nonlinear. So, nonlinear analysis

is emerging as ar area of increasing import¿nce in the study of stressed por er systems.

1.2 Nonlinear analysis

Recently Normal Form (NF) technique has been used for nonlinear analysis ofpower sys-

tems. The idea behind NF technique is to model the system up to certain degree of nonlin-

earities and to apply a sequence of nonlinear transformations that removes the nonlinea¡

terms, and then the closed form solution of the original system can be obtained. It has been

shown that NF analysis can be used to study nonlinear interaction among the fundamental

nodes [3][7][8][11]. Applications of NF analysis include control systems design

t6ll9ltl5l, and to predict inter axea separation in power systems [7][8]. More ¡ecent work

has been reported as 'Modal Series', where a new method fo¡ nonli¡ear a¡alysis has been

suggested and is claimed it to be more robust than NF analysis t12lll4l.

1.3 Motivation and objective

Nonlinear analysis of power systems is emerging as a new a¡ea and motivation behind this

project was to find benefits and limitations of using NF analysis in the study of power sys-
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tems. There are inherent assumptions in the theory of NF analysis, the implications of

which were never explored in the practical use ofNF analysis.

The objective of the research work was to explore the implications of these assumptions

on acflrracy, and to investigate the methods of improving the accu¡acy ofNF analysis.

In this thesis it has been demonstrated that when the inherent assumption ofNF technique

a¡e violated, it does not provide reliable information about the po\ryer system. Thee indi-

ces have been proposed to predict violation ofthese assumptions so that NF analysis can

be applied accurately.

1.4 Outline of thesis

In Chapter 2 the basic theory oflinear analysis ard NF analysis are presented. Linear par-

ticipation factors using linear analysis, which a¡e being used in traditional small signal

analysis are discussed. Nonlinear participation factors and NF indices that have been sug-

gested to quantiff the nonlinearity using NF analysis are also discussed here.

Chapter 3 discusses the two assumptions underlying the NF technique. Th¡ee indices are

proposed here, which can predict violation of one ofthese basic assumptions.

Effect of two assumption underlying the NF technique were investigated using two test

systems: 1. a set of four differential equations with 2nd order nonlinearity and 2. Two-Ar-

ea, Four-Generator system. These a¡e described in detail in Chapter 4.



ln Chapter 5, using test systems, it is demonstrated that when the assumptions are violat-

ed NF analysis becomes inaccurate and when those are complied with, reliable results can

be produced. It is also shown that the suggested indices can quickty identifu the violation

of assumptions of NF analysis.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a discussion on accuracy ofindices and future direc-

tion for tïe resea¡ch.



CHAPTER 2 Linear anaþis and nonlinear
anaþis

A power system is inherently nonlinea¡ as generators inhoduce nonlinearity because of

the swing equation, excitation limiting and magnetic saturation; and loads infoduce non-

linearity due to variation in cha¡acteristics with voltage and frequency. For small signal

analysis purposes it is assumed that the generator excitation limit is not reached and that

the magnetic material of generator does not satu¡ate, and the load is modeled as either of

or combination of constant impedance, constant current and constant power. With above

background, the power system is analyzed in small signal ståbility as discussed in follow-

ing sections.

2.I Representation ofpower system for stability analysis

2JJ State space representation

A power system can be described by a set ofn first order nonlinear ordinary differential

equations as

;, = f,(x,, xt, . ' 'x,) i: 1,2,...,n Q.t)
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by considering that the inputs to the system are derived from the state variables. ln a vec-

tor-matrix notation form Equation 2. i can be written as

x: F(x)

X : |x,,xr,...,x,]r F : V,,.fr,.'.,f,1'

X is refened to as state vector, and its entries as state variables. For the system, equilíb-

rium points are those points where j' = 0 , and at those points the system is at rest and all

the variables are constant and unvaryhg with time. These a¡e also called fixed, steady-

stdte, or singular points of the system. The system is said to be asymptotically stable tf,

when subjected to a small perturbation, it retums to the original state. Henceforth we will

refer to the equilibrium poìnts, where the system is asymptotically stable, as stable equi-

librium points (SEP) . The equilibrium points by definition satisff following equation

F(X""p) : 0 (2.3)

where X"", is the numerically evaluated state vector X at the SEP. The equilibrium points

are truly characteristic of the dlmamical system and therefore we can draw conclusions

about the stability from their nature. It is difficult to estimate the true nature of the power

system from the set of nonlinear differential equations given by Equation 2.2 and for that

purpose it is common practice to simplifu the power system using Taylor series expalsion

as discussed in following subsection.
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2.1,2 Taylor series expansion

The general form of Taylor series of a real function in n variables, f(x,,...,x,),about

x : [xi,...,r,'f' forasmalldeviation Lrt,...,Áxn is givenby

flx,,* A,x¡, ...,xn,* Lxn): Ë{il2 *rS)|n,,, ,,,)} (2.4)

j=or" Lk- t ^J )x¡=xi,...,x,-x,'

Let's see how this can be applied to the problem of the power system. Let X,", be the ini-

tial state vector corresponding to the SEP, about which the power system is being ana-

lyzed. From Equation 2.1 we have

x*"r=f,(X""o)=0

Ifthe state variables are perhrbed by a small deviation Â-l(, then the new value ofthe state

variables is x, : x,,,, + Âfr. The new state must satisff Equation 2.2. Hence

i, : i,,"0+ Li, = f,(X,"p+ Lþ e.6)

As perturbations are small, the nonlinear function in Equation 2.6 can be expressed in

terms of Taylor's series expansion using Equation 2.4, with explicit terms for j : 0, ..., 2

a¡d O(l¡Xl3) for j > 3, as
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o'3-¡l 
Â.r,+... .ôl{!l Lx, (2.7)fi(x,"p+ Lx) = f¡(x,"p)* ir, l*,""u^,- 

.'.- -Çlr*"
t ô2 flxll t ô2 f.(x)l., *n 

: rlí 
^' 

M' * 
) #,1 - 

r r) r, ^,'* " * z#,|"""o',o', -, * )ffi1*"""^' ^o'"

+ o(l^¡i)

where

ò"f,(nl
.--I

ôx,- I
" tx""p

a'ftn 
I:-------=-|

dx rtÒx rzl*""o

o(l^xl')

is first partial derivative of function l(,f) with respect to state variable x¿

evaluated at SEP.

is double partial derivative of function l(JQ with respect to state variables

x¡t and x¡,, evaluated at SEP.

is homogeneous polynomial of degree tlree and higher order of state vari-

ables ÂX, for ¡ = j, .. ., co in Equation 2.4.

Á.r¡ can be obtained from Equation 2.5 and 2.6 anð 2.7 andn compact form is given by

L,i, : A,LX + Irn1 ø s * o(luxl3) (2.8)

where l, is it' row of n x n sized Jacobian matrix A, also called state or pldnt matrix.,

evaiuated at SEP and is given by

la¡,tn
I ô,,¿:l :

I

lôf"(x)
I õ,,

ôf,Ø)1
ôr" I'-:l

I

ôf"6)l...._-|
dxn )x*,

Q.e)
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and ¡l is i'h n * n sized s)rynmetric Hessían matrix evaluatedat SEP a¡d is given by

If:

(2.r0)

As per customary notation replacing Á-l withXin Equation 2.8, we get

T

la'.f,tx¡
l=------:-.'.

ldx tox l
t:
I

la'f,(x)
lôx,ax, 

"'

i,:,t¡+tf øx*o114'¡ (2.11)

2.1.3 Neighborhood of SEP

A neighborhood of an SEP in n -dimensional real space IR' is the set of points inside an n -

sphere with center at the SEP a¡d ¡adius e > 0 . In linear and NF analysis the system is

simplified by assuming that it is in a neighborhood of SEP having certain properties as

discussed in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 respectively. Before that eigen analysis of a

matrix is discussed in the following section, which forms the basis of linear analysis and

NF analysis.

2.2 Eigen properties of a matrix

Let A be aî n x n square matrix, then there are special set of scalars associated with it

known as eigenvalues and each eigenvalue is paired with a corresponding right and left

eigenvectors. This concept is further discussed in following section.
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2.2.1 Eigenvalue of a matrix

Foragiven n x n square mahixl, if there is anx I vectot U e IRn * 0 such that

AU = ?"U (2.12)

lor some scalax 1,, then I is called eigenvalue ofl with corresponding right eigenvector

U.Equation2.l2 can be written as

(A-?tÐU : 0 (2.13)

where 1 is identity matrix. Above equation has nontrivial solution if and only if

det(A-)'I) : 0 (2.14)

This equation is known as the characteristic equat;ion of A, and the left-hand side known as

lhe characreristic polynomial. The n solutions of l. = Àr, L¡ ...,L, a¡e called eigenval-

ues of A.Ifl is real (which in fact is the case with the power system), eigenvalues may be

real and/or complex conjugate pairs.

2.2.2 Eigenvectors associated with eigenvalues

For any eigenvalue À,, the n-column vector U, which satisfies Equation 2.12 is called the

right eigenvector ofl associated with eigenvalue Àr. Therefor we have

10

AUt: )",Ut i= 1,2,...,n

Similarly, l xn vector V, eRn+0 which satisfies

(2.1s)

(2.16)

is called left eigenvector ofl associated with eigenvalue L;. The left and right eigenvec-

tors corresponding to different eigenvalues are orthogonal
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V,Ut = 0 (2.11)

and the product of eígenvectors coresponding to the same eigenvalues are constant

V,U, = C, (2.18)

where C, is a non-zero constant. It is common practice to normalize these vectors so that

VtUt: I (2.tg',)

2.2.3 The modal matrices

From above definitions of eigenvalues and associated right eigenvectors and left eigen-

vectors, modal matrices a¡e defined as

Each of above matrices are of size ¿ x ¡r . In terms of these mahices, Equation 2.15, 2.16

and,2.19 can be expanded as

u: lu, u, uÀ

'=ln4 ,l
lx, o ... o1

^ 
: lo )r, ... ol

l,i:l
lo o ... xl

AU: UA

t'¿=ftt

t'u:t andhence f :vt

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.2s)
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and from above it follows that

(.rtArJ=L and f¿f ':¡ Q.26)

2,3 Linear analysis

2,3.1 Basic theory

The Taylor series expansion of the system, given by Equation 2.11, is still nonlinear and

diflrcult to analyze, hence in small sigaal stability analysis it is assumed that the system is

in a certain neighborhood of SEP where O(lXl'z) is negligibte and Equation 2.11 can be

approximated to be

X: AX (2.27)

The set of differential equations of above form gives rate ofchange ofeach state variable,

which is a linear combination of all the state variables. Due to the assumption that the sys-

tem is linea¡ it is not possible to obtain the nonlinear characteristic of the power system,

which in some case may not be small enough to ignore.

Let U and f be the right and left

matrix of z distinct eigenvalues l,r, I

mation

Eq.oation 2.27 is transforms into

eigenvector matrix associated with .4, , the diagonal

: I , 2, ...,n for state matrix l. Then using transfor-

X=UY (2.28)

Y: LY
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where Fis a new state vector. Equation 2.29 represents 14 uncoupled flrst order differential

equations

l¡ : )'¡J ¡ (2.30)

The time domain solution of above i¡ terms of initial condition of state vector y, (yo), ß

given by

Y¡(t) : Y¡oeL" (2.31)

From Equation 2.28, the time domain solution of the original state vectorXis given by

x,(t) = LU,jyjoe^t' (2.32)

Thus, the response of the system is given by a linear combination of n-dynamic modes

correspondilg to the n-eigenvalues of the state matrix. The scalar yro represents the mag-

nitude of the excitation of the íù mode resulting from the initial condition.

2.3.2 Participation factor

from Equation 2.25 and 2.28, y,¡ : f¡, andtime domain solution of state variable from

Equalion 2.32 is given by

x¡(t) =

t3

Zur(*"\'
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The elements U o,t'o arc termed as participation factors p ¡, and are measures of the rela-

tive participation of the É state variable in the ¡ú mode and vice veßa [13]. In terms of

participation factors Equation 2.33 can be w¡itten as

x,Q¡ = lpo,eL/
j=r

Participation matrix is given by

2.3,3 Initial condition in linear analysis

Though linear analysis is initial condition independent (Section 2.5), to verifu the plant

mafr;l. A, of the power system, closed form time domain solution of the state variables

given by Equation 2.32 is compared with that of nonlinear model obtained by numerical

integration method. For that purpose it may be necessary to obtained the initial conditions

of the modal variables, which can be derived using first four steps, described in Subsec-

tion2.4.4.

2,4 Normal Form (NF) analysis

2.4.1 Basic theory

To understa¡d the physical phenomena of a nonlinear system it is necessary to model it

with nonlinearity. ln NF analysis the system is modeled with nonlinearities up to a certain

degrees, then using a sequence of transformations these nonlinear tenns are removed suc-

l4

,"r.1
-lIl,,v' nn)

lu,,rr ',o- Ir -t :t-
lu-,r',"
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cessively and fmally reducing the system to the linear one. Here we will restrict discussion

to models wilh 2nd order nontinearity and the transformations ofup to 2td order.

By assuming that the system is in a certain neighborhood of SEP where O(lXi3) is negli-

gible, Equation 2.1 1 can be approximated to be

t5

(2.36)

This is a set of differential equations with homogeneous polynomial of t}re stâte variables

of degree 1 and 2, and gives rate of chalge of the state variables as a quadratic function of

the state variables. Using different notation Equation 2.36 can be written as

i, = .t¡+|f rtx

i, = ft,,r,+tfi4rt,r,

,lr: tff f4,,t^"u^,u"0
!=l m=l o=l

(2.37)

By using the transformation given by Equation 2.28, the same transformation that was

used for linear analysis, Equation 2.36 in terms of new state vector f becomes

!¡ : )"¡J¡ (2.38)*tt f clrr,rr

(2.3e)

In Equation 2.38 the first term is linearly uncoupled, however the second term is still non-

linearly coupled. According to Poincaré's theorem a poìver series given by Equation 2.38

can be reduced to its linear form at an SEP by applying series ofnonlinea¡ transformation

if the eigenvalues are nonresonant ([2], $22 and 23). However, here we will not appiy
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series of transformation, instead we will limit to one nonlinear transformation ln the

absence of second order resonance, i.e. )',*?',+)"0 for all n-tupie of eigenvalues, the

transformation given by

t6

l¡:

, c:,.
hzkt : )t- ?tj + )rk

eliminates the 2'd order term in Equation 2.38 and

), = x¡ + oll/3¡

z,+llnzl,z,p,
k=] Ì: l

(2.40\

(2.41\

in terms of new variable Z it becomes

Q.42\

Please note that due to nonlinea¡ transformation, the 2"d term has been eliminated, how-

ever the 3'd and higher order terms have been introduced, which we¡e originally absent in

differential equations in state space and modal space. By assurning that the system is in the

neighborhood of SEP of Z space where O(lA3) ts negligible then the system is linearly

uncoupled and is given by

- -.l- (2.43)

The time domain solution of Z va¡iable (Z(t)) is glenby

- _- -7,1Lj ¿joL' (2.44)

Time domain solution for Ïvariables, (Y(t)), nd state variables, (X(t)), canbe constructed

from above and from the transformation definitions, and are given by
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!¡(t) = z,oeL/ + l\ nzi,"oo",oe(L** Lùt

k=r t=l

',( 
1) = É rJ ijz j 

'e.j'| 

+ i r,lZt h zi,, oor,o"ttr* 
x,,,]

j=t j=r l,r=t t=t -l

Q.4s)

Q.46)

(2.49)

indicating a

solution in

2.4.2 Nonlinearityindices

Several measures ofthe nonlinea¡ity in I coordinates were proposed in [7] based on the å2

coefficients a¡d the initial condition of a transient.

An i¡teraction coefficient is defined as

h 2'.¡ ¡3¡ oz t"o Q.47)

to quantiff the effects ofsecond order terms on the transient solution.

The nonlinear interaction index 11 for modej is defined as

I1(Ð =l!¡o-z¡¡*max(h2/¡z¡oz¡o) | tz.nol

It gives the measure of the effect of the nonlìnear terms in the solution by comparing the

linea¡ solution to the second order solution ofmodal fcoordinates.

Noniinear interaction index 12 for modej is defined as

r2(i) :
max(h2l,zooz,o)

zjo

It determines whether the nonlinea¡ effects arises from the second order terms

shong modal inteÉction, or whether the second order terms affect the initial

the Z coordinates indicating a dominant fundamental mode [ 16].
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Large value of interaction coefficient or i¡dic es Il ar'd 12 correctly reflect the high nonlin-

earity of the system in modal coordinates, but do not necessarily imply that the system has

significant nonlinearity ín the original X coordinates {101.

2.4.3 Nonlinearparticipationfactor

Noniinear participation factor is defined by extending the idea of linear participation fac-

then from Equat ion 2.25 arrd 2.28, !¡o = 4t : v¡t .

Since Í = O(14 , the inverse ofEquation 2.40 takes the form ([1], 2.3)

z¡ = Yt-h2(Y)+o(l¡3)

By neglecting O(lflr) approximate solution of Z vat'rables is given by

(2.s0)

2¡6È 't)¡rt- ll nztonroouno (2.51)

P=1 q=1

and from Equation2.46, the time domain solution of state variables is given by

xoQ)olp2o,e'" *ÐLpzoooe(L,uL,)t e.sz)

where,

(2.s3)

There are two types of second-order participation factors. The first participation factor

p2o, represents the second order participati on of Eh state in the irú mode. It can be seen

tlrat the linear participation factor p¡, : ü*¡r¡k is the fi¡st term in above and the second

p z o, = u o,(,,0 - i,Ì,rtr,,n,)
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term can be thought ofas providing second order corrections to it. The second tlpe ofsec-

ond orde¡ participation factor p2¡*o represents the participation of the t/h state in a new

mode Àp + 1,4, formed by combination of the original modep aad 4.

Please note that above definition of nonlinear participation factor is approximate due to

the fact that solution ofZ variable, the inverse ofnonlinea¡ transformation, is approximate,

2.4.4 Initial conditions in NF analysis

The closed form time domain solution of modal variables f, and state va¡iables Xin NF

analysis can be obtained as shown above. In order to obtain these solutions, the initial con-

dition in Z space is required, which can be obtained as follow [7].

Values of state va¡iables immediately after clearing a disturbance or from the tra-

jectories of state variables after clearing a disturbance is obtained as X"¡

Values of state variables at post disturbance SEP is obtained as X"ro.

The initial condition for state variables with respect to SEP is obtained as

X6: X¿-X""0.

Using Equation 2.28, the initial condition of modal variable can be obtained as

Yo = g-tYo.

Then simultaneous solution of following n-nonlinear equations, using known

value of I¿, gives initial condition Zo.

z,o+ h2(Z) -!¡o = 0 (2.s4)

No explicit solution exists for above equations a¡d one has to resort to a numerical

technique to solve it, which needs an initial guess value, Zlguess. There exist multiple

solutions to Equation 2.54 and the converged value depends on Z0guess . However,

L9

',

3.
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the most sought after 26 is the value which gives minimum O(lZl3 ) in Eqtatíon 2.42,

hence selection of initial guess is one of the key steps in NF analysis. Any random

value can be used as a guess value, however it is unlikely that it can produce converged

val:':e of Zs which can be useful in NF analysis. Following are suggested Z}guess val-

ues that can lead to a cor¡ect solution.

1. From Equation 2.50 it can be said that best guess value can be

z0guess, = l¡o-h2(Yo)

Second suggested guess value is

z1guess¡ = !¡o

Third suggested guess value is

z1guess, = 0

Fourth suggested guess value is the converged value of Z¡ in a different case or

any random guess.

2.5 Initi¿l condition independent linear analysis

The Taylor expansion of the nonlinear system a¡ound an SEP is again nonlinear. In linear

analysis, for analysis purpose, it is assumed that the system is in the neighborhood of SEP

where O(lXl2) is negligibie and the system is linear. If the system is free and not at SEP

then the system will move from its initial condition, defined as state of the system with

respect to a fixed point, towards an SEP with time. If the initial condition of the system is

not in the neighborhood of the SEP, where the system can be assumed to be linear, then

while moving towards the SEP at a particular instant it will enter that neighborhood and

will remain inside of it and settle to an SEP. As the system is assumed to be linear, the

properties of the system predicted by linear analysis are unique, irrespective of the state of

the system when it enters the neighborhood. Hence linear analysis is initial condition inde-
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pendent, when analyzing the system in the neighborhood of SEP where O(lXl2) is negli-

gible. Because of its initial condition independent nature, linear analysis is a widely used

tool to study small signal stability analysis ofpower systems, which can be used to iden-

tify local area modes, i¡ter a¡ea modes and to select location and input of controlle¡ and

design controller to improve the system perfoÍnance.

2.6 Initial condition dependent NF analysis

In NF analysis it is assumed that the system is in the neighborhood of SEP where O(lXli)

is negligible and the system can be assumed to be quadratic. As described in Section 2.5 if

the system is not in that neighborhood of SEP then, while moving from a¡ initial condi-

tion, it will enter that neighborhood at a particular instant and will remain inside of that

neighborhood and settle to an SEP. However, the system is assumed to be quadratic in that

neighborhood hence the properties of the system predicted by NF analysis will depend on

the state of the system when it enter into that neighborhood. Hence, NF analysis an initial

condition dependent analysis, when analyzing the system in the neighborhood of SEP

where O(tX3) is negligible. ln the reported studies to date, the NF analysis has been

appiied to the power system by considering a disturbance and using the state ofthe system

immediateiy after ciearing a disturbance to calculate initial condition.

Next we will investigate NF analysis by using initial condition obtained by applying a dis-

turbance and using the value of state variables from their trajectories, in addition to that

obtained using the values of the state va¡iables immediately after clearing a disturba¡ce.
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As mentioned in Subsection 2.4.1 there are two basic assumptions underlying the NF anal-

ysis and as discussed in Section 2.6 NF analysis is initial condition dependent. It is neces-

sary for initial condition to be used for NF analysis to comply with the assumptions,

otherwise NF analysis will not be accurate. The assumptions are discussed in detail here

and three indices have been proposed that can identi$ failure ofone of the assumptions.

3.1 Assumption A

3.1,1 In state space O(lXl3) is negligible

Consider a power system in which a disturbance occurs, and upon clearing the distur-

bance, the system settles to an SEP. Let the value of state variables at SEP be X"ro, which

is used to derive I and Il matrices for second order small signal model given by Equation

2.36.T\en letXbe the state of the system at a given instant on the post disturbance trajec-

tories of the state variables. Then initial condition for the model is given by
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X6 = X- X,"r. One of the possible choice for X is the state of the system immediately

after clearing a dishrbance, X"¡, which has been used in reported studies to date.

In NF analysis Equation 2.36 is assumed to be an approximation of Equation 2.11. In other

wo¡ds the system should be in tle neighborhood of SEP where O(lXr) is negligible.

From Equation 2.4 and 2.7 it can be seen úrat two parameters decide the size of O(lXl3) .

The first parameter ís tP palial derivative of F(X) evaluafed at Xr.o, which is system

dependent, and second parameter is its corresponding multiplier, (Â:r¡). For a given oper-

ating point only choice left to user is to select initial condition X0 e LX) appropriately,

i.e. sufficiently close to the SEP, such that O(lXl3) becomes negligible. Hence it is nec-

essary to vaiidate X6 for Assumption A

3,1.2 Strategy to validate Assamption A

The time domain solution of Equation 2.2, which represents the true nonlinear dlnamics

of the states, and Equation 2.36, which is an approximate representation of the nonlinear

system for NF analysis, can be compared. The time domain solution of these equations

can be obtained using numerical integration technique and initial condition X¿. Equation

2.2 has SEP at X=Xr"o while Equation 2.36 has SEP at X=[}J, hence ca¡e needs to be

exercised while comparing the time domain solution. If the time domain solutions of the

state variables obtained by the above two methods are not in good agreement then it can

be said that the chosen initial condition is not suffrciently close to the SEP so that O(l,Ylr)
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becomes negligible. Or in other words, the system is not in the neighborhood of SEP

where O(lXir) is negligible.

As a theoretical approach Assumption A shall be validated using the time responses of all

the state variables, which ca¡ be a formidable task in the practice. Hence, from the practi-

cal application point of view rtre suggest to compare the time responses of few most non-

linea¡ state variables, e.g. speed or angle variation of generators in the system.

The time domain solution obtai¡ed fo¡ above two equations will be compared using prony

analysis method. Practical issues in use of prony analysis, and the strategy to be used a¡e

discussed in Subsection 3.1.3.

In the reported results so far, the values of the state variables immediately after clearing a

disturbance have been selected to calculate initial condition X¿. IfX¿ derived at the instant

of clearing a disturbance does not meet the Assumption A, then we propose to select the

initiai condition from the hajectories of the state variables at a subsequent insta¡t that can

meet these assumptions. Because, as discussed in Section 2.6, even if initial condition is

not in a certain neighborhood of SEP, with time the system will move closer to an SEP and

at a particuiar instant it will enter that neighborhood.

3.1.3 Using Prony ânalysis to compare time domain responses

Prony analysis is a methodology that extends Fourier analysis by estimating frequency,

damping, strength and relative phase of that component present in a given signal. And
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here prony analysis will be used to compare the two time responses as mentioned in earlier

subsection. However, the following important practical issues need to be considered for

the sensible use of the method [i7]:

1. Sampling time selection, i.e. time interval between two consecutive sample of the

signal

2. Data window selection, i.e. the time duration of the signal

3. Data de-trending, i.e. removal of steady state values from the signal

¿. Model order selection, i.e. estimating of number of modes present in the signal

Prony analysis will produce most accurate result when sampling time is in the order of

0.01 s (issue 1) and that is what we will use in our analysis. Results using prony analysis

will be inaccwate for very small or very large sample data length (issue 2). And also the

result is inconsistent for two different data length of minor difference, e.g. prony of time

Iength 20.0s and 21.0s will be different. To perform prony analysis, the signal will be gen-

erated using numerical integration technique, and data will not have any white noise

present in the signal. Hence, issue 3 does not pose any problem in the application consid-

ered. In the comme¡cially available software that is used here to perform prony analysis,

the users do not have the choice of model order selection. Hence, we do not have control

over issue 4.

Though issue t has been taken care of, and issue 3 does not pose a problem, because of

other limitations prony analysis of a given signal for two different time window of minor

difference will generate inconsistent results and care needs to be exercised in interpreting

those results. However, prony analysis predicts the low frequency arid low damped modes
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with good accuracy. Hence, we recommend to perform prony analysis of the sigaals for a

given time length and compare the lightly damped low frequencies.

3.2 Assumption B

3.2.1 InZspace 0(143) is negligible

From state space, the system is transformed to the modal space using linear transformation

and fiom modal space, it is kansformed to Z space using a nonlinear transformation. After

these two successive transformations the system takes the form of

à, = x,z,+ o1lZ13¡ (3.1)

where the 2¿d order terms are absent and the 3"d and higher order terms appear. To obtain

time domain solution of Z variables it is assumed that O(143) isnegligible and Equation

3. 1 can be approximated to be

(3.2)

Or, in other words, it is assumed that in Z space the system is in the neighborhood of SEP

whete 0(143 ) is negligible. For this to be true Z¡ should be sufficiently small or should

be sufficiently closer to an SEP ofZ space. And for that ¡eason it is necessary to validate

converged value of 26lor Assumption B.

3.2.2 Criteria to validate lssø mption B

Following subsections suggest indices and conesponding criteria that can be used to vali-

dafe Z¡ for Assumption B.
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3.2.2.1 Criterion 1: Relative valu e 01 O(lZl\ should be small

Numerical value of O(lZl3 ) at l=l¿ (at the instant when X¿ is being calculated) in Equation

3. 1 can be calculated by computing (a) the exact value of time derivative of Z va¡iables at

t=t6, Zo"t,ot,which takes into account both the terms in Equation 3.1, and (b) the approxi-

mate value of time derivative ofZ variables at t=tg, Zopp,, which takes into account only

the first term.

The numerical v ahte of 2o"1,,¡, can be calculated using the exact value of time derivative

of X va¡iables at t:t6, Xo"t,or, computed using the known values of X¿, and using X to Y

and Y to Z variables transformation definition and using converged value of 26 as follows.

Substituting value of X¿ in Equatíor-2.3'l gives Xo.,uo¡ as

xoauo!, = i u *, * 
t7ii 

ni .,, r
)=! J=tt=I

Using defrnition ofXto I transfo rmatíon Ìo"¡,o¡ can be calculated as

to"t,ot = f t"",,o,

Taking time derivative of Ito Z transformation defined by

(3.4)

!¡: z,*Z}nz'',r,¿,
k=l l=l

(3.s)

and substituting converged value of 26 gives following relation between i'o",uo¡ arttd

Zo.¡uo¡ àS
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ro"tuot, = àaauot¡* ff n20r.",,.,0", + ii h2f,rooà..,,,,,

(3.8)

By using foliowing definition of M matrix elements, ø;¡ which is first partial derivative of

h2(Z) nBryaTion 3.5, evaluated ar. 2:26, Dh2(26),

k=] l=l

Rearranging above yields

m¡¡ = LQ2L+ h2Ìr)zko

Equation 3.7 can be written as

s1
lacrual, : Zactualj* LmjFactuatt

l=l

Above can be w¡itten in the matrix form as

! o",, or, = à acn a r¡ r 2Z h/,,¿,",," r 7 t"0 + Zl h 2i,r ooi o.,,o,,

! o" tuot, : à actuat¡ r 
2(2* 

tr. nz',,¡, o)à "",,",,

Q.7)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.e)

1r".,;',f þ"",.*,fl'j-l'l
V"","1 p""'"'t)

\-LM

Upon rearranging
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1i"",,',)Ll:
ú,",,..,)

(3.12)

ln more compact form above can be w¡itten as

Yo",,o¡ = lI * MlZo",uo¡ (3.13)

Using Equation 3 .4 and3.I3, exact numerical value of time derivative of Z variables,

2o"¡,o¡, canbe calculated as follows

2"",",t : fI + Ml-t Ìo"r"r (3.14)

The values caiculated using above formulae gives true numerical value of time derivative

of alt Z vasiables at t:t6 and takes into account both the terms in Equation 3.1'

The numerical value of approximated time derivative value of Z vanables, 2oro,, can be

computed by substituting the value of 26 in Equation 3 '2 as

z oppr¡ = Ljzjo (3.15)

Therefore, the relative value of O(lZ3) inEquation 3.1 at t=10, as a%o oî Zo"¡uo¡ can be

calculated as

lril
oz3 : tLact::t 'iPP,t 100 o/î

lZo"'oi
(3.16)

The above value gives the size of O(lZi) that is being neglected and gives an estimate on

how fa¡ther the system is in theZ space from the neighborhood of SEP where O(lZr) is
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negligible. Larger the value farther the system is from this neighborhood and Assumption

.B is more likely to be inaccurate. Hence, we propose index .811 as

30

EIl = max(OZ3)

which is the maximum value in z-row vector OZ3.

(3.1Ð

While validating 26 for Assumption B, lhis criterion is said to be met if 811 < e1 , where

e1 is a system dependent pre-specified value, which can be in the range of500-1500 from

the many simulations performed on the small test system used in this thesis.

3.2.2.2 Criterion 2: The effect of neglected O(lZlr) should be small in stâte space

By neglecting O 11213 ) the time response of Z variables can be obtained and using the def-

inition of tire transformations, the time response of state variables ìn terms of Z variables

can be obtained. The approximate value of i' at t=t¡, Xopp,,by neglecting O(l/3) canbe

calculated as follows

Y,oo, = lI + MfZoro, (3.18)

koro, = (Jlooo, (3,19)

Relative error introduced in time derivative ofstates in state space is given by

oxs:V!çrrþtoon (3.20)

The above value gives the size ofthe error introduced in state spaceby neglectng O(lZ¡3)

tn Z space. Large value is an indicato¡ of significant error inhoduced in state space by

making an approximation in Z space. Hence, we propose index.E12 as
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EI2 : max(OX3) (3.2r)

which is the rnaximum vaiue in n-row vector OX3. While vali dalng 26 for Assumption B,

this criterion is said to be met if EI2 < e2 , where Ê2 is a system dependent pre-specified

value, which can be in the range of 500-1500 from the many simulations performed.

3.2.2.3 Criterion 3: Eigenvalue of Dh2(Za) should be sufficiently small

Diffe¡ential equation of modal variables is given by Equation 2.38 and in general form it

can be written as

| : trr+gz1q (3.22)

where g2(T) is second order function of modal variables. Then by using transformation

Y = z+ h2(z)

Equation 3.22 can be fansformed to

2 : ¡rz* o(lzl')

whe¡e 2nd order terms are absent. Following describes how

h2(Z) above cm be achieved (section 2.3 of [1]).

(3.23)

(3.24)

using a suitable choice of

Taking time derivative of Equation 3.23 and expressing in terms of Z yields

Z: g+onzg¡-ti (3.2s)

where Dh2(Z) is first partial derivative of h2(Z) with respect to all the Z variables, which is

a first order function. In above, substituting expression of i from Equation 3.22, and

expression of lfrom Equation 3.23, yields
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2 = 1t + onz14)-I (L(z + h2(z)) + g2(z + h2(z)))

Using Binomial series if we can assume

(r + Dh2(z))-t = (r - Dh2(z) + o(l4r))

then Equation 3.26 can be written as

2 : 1t - ottzlz) + o(lzt,))(L(z + hz(A) + s2(z + h2(q))

Expansion of above yields

2 = g - onzg) + o(lztr))(Lz + Lh2(4 + s2(z) + o(l4n

Z : Lz - (Dh2(z)LZ - Lh2(z)) + c2(4 + o(l43)

The fa¡sformation matrix h2(Z) is chosen such that

(3.29',)

(3.30)

(3.3r)Dh2(z)Lz-Lh2(4 = s2(Z)

Thìs is known as the homological equation associated with linear vector field LZ (111,

2.3). When Equation 3.31 is satisfied, Equation 3.30 essentially becomes Equation 3.24.

So, in the NF theory it is assumed that (I+Dh2(Z))-t : I-DL2(Z)+O(42) vsirr9

Binomial series. The O(lZl2 ) is minimum when maximum of absolute eigenvalues of

Dh2(Z) at t=t7, Dh2(Za) (:M, given by Equation 3.9), very close to zero. Hence we pro-

pose index .813 as

EI3 : max(abs(eígenvalue(M))'¡ (3.32)

which is the maximum absolute value in n-eigenvalues of matrix M. While validating Z¿

for Assumption B, this criterion is said to be met if EI3 < e3 , where e3 is a system depen-
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dent pre-specified value, which can be in the range of 0.6 to 0.85 from the many simula-

tions performed.

3.2.3 Strategy to validating lss umption B

Figure 3.1 Flowchart to validate Assumption B

The value of 26 can be computed as described in Subsection 2.4.4, which has multiple

solution for a given value of I¿. Once the X¿ is validated for Assumption A, the converged

Calc'rl?te Zoby
solving Equation 2.54

All the possible
Zîguess have
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value of Z0 can be validated for Assumptíon B using above th¡ee criteria as shown ìn fol-

lowing flow chart.

3.3 Validating initial conditions

As discussed in above sections, there are two assumptions, one in state space and another

tn Z space, and it is necessary for initial condition in the respective space to comply with

tÏe assumptions.

To completely validate initial conditions for NF analysis, frst state space initial condition,

X¿, should be validated for Assumptíon A as described in Subsection 3.1.2. If X0 complies

with this assumption at a given instalt, then X¿ derived at a subsequent instant will also

comply with ihe Assumption A, and without validating new XsiÍ can be assumed that X¿

derived after that irstant is an appropriate initial condition in stâte space. This is because

of the fact that once the system enters into a certain neighborhood of SEP, then the system

will remain in that neighborhood forever if the system is free and asymptotically stable

(Section 2.5).

Then Z space initial condition, Z¿, should be validated for Assumption.B as described in

Subsection 3.2.3. As nonlinear transformation is used to map the state space into Z space,

the system being in the neighborhood of the SEP of state space where O(Xll) is negligible

(or Assumption A complied with) does not necessarily mean that the system is also in the

neighborhood of Z space SEP where O(lZl3 ) is negtigible (or Assumption B also complied
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with). Hence, this is a necessary step in the process of complete validation of the initial

conditions. If Z¿ complies with this assumption at a given instan|, then 26 deived using X¿

of a subsequent instant will nol necessarily comply with the Assumption B and it is neces-

sary to follow all the steps described in Subsection 3.2.3. This is because of the fact that

there exists multiple solution for 26 for a given Y6. And depending on Z0guess, new con-

verged value of 26 may not fall on the trajectories of Z variables, given by the solution of

the set of differential equations using the previous appropnate 26.
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CHAPTER 4 Test Systems

The application of NF analysis will be investigated using two test systems. The criteria

developed so far will be tested on the set of four nonlinear differential equations having

fou¡ state variables, which will be easier to analyze aad understand. Then, developed crite-

ria will be further tested using 2-Area, 4-Generator system. These systems are described in

the following sections.

4.1 Test System 1: Nonlinear differential equations

Following is the set of four nonlinear differential equations, which has 2'd order nonlin-

earity [10].

l-t t
: lp -¡

l-t o

lo -t

(4.r)j;l1lrl1
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where p and a æe small real constants. e decides noniinearity in the system and the non-

linearity increases with increasing value of lel . For e = 0 the system is linear. The I

matrix of the system has two pairs of complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues

Lt,)"s: -I+ l-¡.t,ti )tz,Lt: -l-J-Pti (4.2)

Hence, p decides proximity to first order resonance, defrned as Àr= Àr,i+7. When

lpl -+ 0, the two pairs of eigenvalues moves closer and when F = 0, the two pairs of

eigenvalues coincide with strong resonance at - 1 + I . ln this study, we will select the case

with p + 0 . For the system, right and left eigenvector matrices, Hessian matrix and non-

linear transform ation matÀx h2(Z) are

It I I 1l
I - -t

rr : ___!:l Ju -Ju Jr -Jul (4.3)" Jzwøl¡ i -i -tl
l¡u-i''tv-¡^fv ¡'Jl,)

. : J-l +tt' '¡17

-i
Jp
i

Jp
i

"tþ
-i
Jr,

-t

I

I

,1
Jp

, -1t --.
,v t¡

tl
lp

, -lI -"=

Jp

Hj¡=e ;i:2 i=k:
= 0 ; Otherwise

,ai - 
e(-,l)i-l

Lj'._........:

'" I JZpl¡t+ t¡

(4.s)

(4.6)
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. c/-t\i+Ju\ ¡ /
"'ik 8()\j+Lk-)'t)"Þþ¡t+ 1)

(4.7)

4.2 Test system 2: Power system

2-Area,  -Generator power system, shown in following figure, is used fo¡ analysis pur-

poses.

Bus-l B¡¡s-2 900Mtv
250MVAR

-255MVÄ.R

?
Ê

A¡ea-l

Ärea-2

1400MW
25OMVAR

-254MVAR
0.001+j0.010

Figure 4.1 Single line diagram of 2-Area, 4-Generator porver system

A¡ea- 1 is sending area and Area-2 is receiving area. Bus- 1 is slack bus for the A¡ea- 1, and

Bus-3 is slack bus for the system and for the A¡ea-2 as well. The two afeas afe connected

through a weak transmission line having high impedance, because of which the system has

low damped inter-area mode. Here generators are represented by a two-axis model with

exciter and load is modeled as constant impedance. More details about the power system

can be found in Appendix A. NF analysis will be studied for the power system at various

operating points and with different contingency. It is further discussed in Chapter 5'

0.0025+j0.025
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4,3 Performing NF analysis

4.3.1 Software and executable files

To perform NF analysis following software packages are being used:

t. Power 
.World 

Simulator (PWS):

To generate converged load flow data in raw data and IEEE format.

z. Dynamic Security Assessment @SA) software:

Transient Security Assessment Tool (TSAT) and Small Signal Analysis Tool

(SSAT) a¡e part of DSA software. TSAT is used to simulate fault on the sys-

tem, to generate time response of various variables, and to perform prony anal-

ysis of time response of a variable. SSAT is used to calculate the eigenvalues

of the system, which can be compared with that obtained during NF analysis.

3. MATLAB:

To plot time response of state variables, caiculate eigenvalue ofM matrix.

+. NF analysis software:

This is set of executable programs written in Forhan, originally developed at

Iowa State University, and we greatly acknowledge the support provided by

Dr. V.V. Vittal by supplying Fortran code of this software.

Parts of this software are executable hles qybus.exe and qybus'exe to generate

Y-bus data of the system, and main.exe to perform NF analysis on the system

and generate all the necessary data for analysis purpose'

s. Auxiliary software:

Executable program makegstate.exe, developed in Fortran, is used to generate

idtial condition data.
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4,3.2 Performing NF analysis for power system

Following describes the set of sequences and input data file need for complete NF analysis

of the power system described above.

1. Solve load flow case in PWS.

User Input: Generator bus voltages, load and inter-area power flow

Ouþut files: Saved cases of the load flow in raw data and IEEE format.

2. Run TSAT case to simulate a disturbance. Disturbance will be applied such that

after removal of the disturbance the system will settle to the same operating point

that before disturbance.

Input files: Case file, load flow data file generated during Step l, dynamic data

file, contingency file, and ouþut specification file.

Ouþut files: Time response of generator variables voltages, active power,

reactive power, a¡d state variables speed deviation, rotor angle, and exciter

state variables xel, state 2, a¡d Efd.

3. In MATLAB simulate exciter models using simulink toolbox.

Input files: Time response of exciters state xel generated in Step 2.

Ouþut files: Time response of exciters state xe2.

4. Run Gstate.exe to generate the system data at a given time.

Input files: Generators variables created in Step 2 and Step 3.

User input: Time ¡ at which to produce the system data.

Ouþut fiies: Data file of state of the system at L

5. Run qybus.exe.

lnput file: Load flow data from Step l, and data file indicating intemal reac-

tance ofthe machine and list ofbuses that are to be retained.

Ouþut file: Temporary Y-bus
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6. Run mqy.exe.

Input files: Temporary Y-bus from Step 5, and inter reactance of the machine

but with -ve sign for each bus.

Ouþut file: Y-bus of the reduced system.

7. Run main.exe

Input files: Load fiow dat¿ from Step 1, dyramic data, Y-bus data from Step 6,

state of the system at SEP and at /=l¿ from Step 4.

User input: Initial guess for 26, støte variable number, time step and time

length to generate time response of state variable using numerical integration

ald other closed form solution expressions.

Ouþut files: X0, Y0, 20, interaction indices 11 nd 12, time response of state

variable, data ofM matrix elements and other auxiliary data.

8. Execute MATLAB program files.

Input files: Time response of state variable from Step 2 and Step 7, data flde

containing M matrix data.

Ouþut files: Graph of state variable time response given by various methods

and expressions, eigenvalue of M matrix.

To perform a particular analysis it may not be necessary to use complete procedure men-

tioned above, however it describes general flow ofvarious data files.
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CHAPTER 5 Test results

So far two assumptions underlying the NF analysis have been identified. One test strategy

has been proposed to validate X6 îor Assumption A, and three test criteria have been pro-

posed to validate the converged value of 26 for Assumption B. Test systems described in

Chapter 4 will be used to veriff that the violation of these assumptions can produce inac-

curate hformation about the system and test strategy and criteria proposed can easily and

quickly identifu this failure.

5.1 Case with nonlinear equations

The test system described in Section 4.1 is quadratic by itself and does not have any higher

order nonlinearity, hence only Assumption.B applies to this system. Let ¡t : 9.65,

e = 2.5 arrdXo : 10.9,0.9,0.9,0.91r forthis sysrem.
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5.1.1 NF analysis may fail if Assumption B is violated

Using initial gtess Z0guess=Y0-h2(yd, converged value of 26, andvalues of indices a¡e

Z0 : [- 4.82 + 3.77i,6.23 - 31.57i,- 4.82 - 3.77i,6.23 + 31.57i1r

Erl = 39.27 EI2 = 123.99 Er3 = 2.70

Figure 5.1 shows time domain solution of all the state va¡iables obtained using numerical

integration method fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4), shown as Numerical, and that given

by NF closed form expression given by Equation 2.46, shown as NF. It can be seen that

time domain solution given by two method are not in agreement at all for all the states.

Hence, it ca¡ be said that NF analysis failed and cannot produce accurate results with this

initial condition of Zs. T\at is because of the fact Ihat in Z space the system is not tn tJ;,.e

neighborhood of SEP where O(Zl3) is negligible or, in other words, converged value ofZ¿

failed to meet Assumptíon B.
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Time (s)

EII =39.2'7 ; EI2= r23.99 ; El3=2.7 O

Time (s)

EII =39.27 ; EI2= 123.99 | El3 --2.7 O

Time solution ofxt (to=0.00 Ð Time solution of L (t04.00 s)
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Time solutioû of x3 (to{.00 s) Time solutioo of xo (tn{.00 s)

Time (s)

Ell-39.27 . Etz= t23.99, Êt3=2.7 0

TirÞe (s)

Ell=39 -27. EI2=r23.99 : El3-2.7 0

Figure 5.1 Case L: Numerical and NF response with X0 
^t 

t0:0.0 s'

5.1.2 Selecting initial condition at a subsequent instânt

Figure 5.2 shows time domain solution of state x1 with initial condition selected from the

trajectories of tlre state variables at a different time instant. Using initial condition at time

0.5s till 4.5s (Figure 5.2, a to i), NF failed to produce correct time domain solution of the

states (only shown are time response of state r.¿, however this is the case with the other

states as well). While using the initial condition from the state of the system at t:5.0 the

NF analysis can produce correct time domain response (Figure 5.2, j). So, if the initial

condition at any given instant is not proper, then initial condition at a subsequent instant

can be used for NF analysis if it is found to be appropríate. This is because of the fact that

witl time the system moves towards an SEP (if the system is free and aslmptotically sta-

ble) and if at a given instant initial condition is not in a certain neighborhood of SEP then

the system will aiso moves towards that neighborhood and eventually enters into it.
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Tim€ solì.¡tion of xl (to{.50 s)

5 l0
Time (s)

EIl:108.97; EI2=868.51; EI3=3.21

a.

Time solution of\ (to-I.00 s)

s10 15

Time (s)

EIt=1 16,80 EI2=800.04; EI3=1.37

C.

5 r0 15

Time (s)

EIl:5.88; EI2:r0.13; El3=3.52
e-

(to=2.50 s)

FNñ*All--rq l

5 l0 15

Time (s)

EII+3.27; EI2=491.00; EI3=1.59

b.
Time solùt¡on ofxl (to=2.00 s)

Tiñe (s)

EIl=140.29; EDdg.l6; EI3=1.54

f

(to=:.00 s)

l- N,-''"'ül
l--ì¡¡ I

Time solution ofxt (to=1.50 s)

Time solution ofxl (to=2,50 s Time solutror ofxl
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Time solution ofßr (tn=3,50 s)

5I0 15

Time (s)

EII:17 2.27, El2=la7.77; EI3=1.37

3

2

I

-1

-2

-3

(to=4.00 s)

t= Num€ncail
I:: ¡q --l

',rine sôlurion ofx lt,=4.50 s)

5

Ell=23.rE; EI2=128.82t El3-l .52

i.

0510 15

Time (s)

EII=138.40; El2=408.30; EI3=1.12
h.

5 10 l5
Time (s)

Efl=24.95t El2=39.67 i El3=1.59

j.

(to=5.00 s)

t- Nu¡€ricajll--¡,¡ I

Figure 5.2 Case 1: Numerical and NF response with Xg at t¡=0.0, 0'5,...,5-0 s

5.1.3 Using suggested criteria to identiff lailture of Assumption B

Three criteria afe suggested in Subsection 3.2.2.3 to identiff failure of initial condiTion 26

fo meet Assumption B. Based on many simulations performed rtre select eI : 500 0,

e2 : 500.0 a¡d ¿3 = 0.85.

Time solutiot ofxr

Time solution ofxl (to=s.00
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5.1.3.1 Case 1

For above case, Table 5.1 shows the value s of EII, EI2 and EI3, whether these criteria are

met or not, and whether time domain solution is a match or not. It can be seen that when

all the th¡ee of the criteria are met, the time domain solution is a close match. Hence, sug-

gested criteria can successfully predict whether Assumptíon -B has been complied with or

not.

Table 5.1 Case l'. Z¡Yalidation result

tn EIl E12 E13 EIl < Ê1 EI2 < c2 EI3 s e3
'lime response

match?

0.5 108.96 8ó8.5 3.20 Yes No No No

1.0 43.27 491.00 l 59 res les No No

I t6.19 E00.04 l.J] Yes No No No

¿.u 4.34 8.65 3.45 Yes Yes No No

2.5 5.87 10.1 Yes res No No

3.0 t40.28 oy.lo 53 IES Yes No No

J.5 t t2.2 .3t Yes Yes No No

4.U 138.40 408.30 L2 Yes Yes No No

4.5 J.loo E,E2 5t tes Yes NÔ No

5.u 24.95 J9.6 / u.59 Yes Yes Yes Yes

5.1.3.2 Case 2

In previous cases while using initial condition at ,0:J.0r, converged value of Z0 foùnd to

be appropriate using initial guess

Z0guess = Yo-h2(Yo)
= l- 0. I 80 - 0.2 69 i, - 0-3 64 - 0. 2903 i, - 0. I 80 + 0.269i, - 0. 3 64 + 0. 2903 ilr

Using two other different initial guess values

Z0 gues s I : 10. 6 I 2 + 0.77 6i, 0. 65 I + 0.04 3 i, 0.6 I 2 - 0.77 6i, 0. 65 I - 0.0Æ íf

and

Z|guess2 : 10.305 + 0.369i, 1.068 + 0.883i,0.3053 - 0.369i, 1.068 - 0.8$i)r
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solution converged to different val'tes of 26. Figure 5.3 shows time response of X1 with

these guess values. Again using proposed indices, it is possible to predict failure of initial

condition Zgto comply with lssumptíon B.

This shows using suggested criteria proper 26 car' be selected from muìtiple solutions.

This is a useful property of the criteria, as while applying NF analysis to the problem of

power systems, initial guess may not converge to a proper 26, though there exist a proper

26, and these criteria can identiff and eliminate those values.
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t
I

t!
!r
1l

510 15 20
Time G)

EI I =876.65; Ef2=3039.84; EI3= I .82

a. wilh Zqguess l

510 15
Time (s)

EIl=38.51; EI2=225.20; EI3=l.83

b. with Z1guess2

Figure 5.3 Case 1: Numerical and NF response with X, at t¡:5.0 s and various

Z0guess

Time solution ofxL (to=5.00 s) Time solution ofxt (to-5.00 s)
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5.L4 One set ofindices is sufficient for different initial condition

Let's select initial condition X0 : 10.4, 0.25, 0.25,0.251r, different from that used in

previous subsection. Figure 5.4 shows time response of state.rl with initial condition at

to:0.0 s.In this case Z¿ is valid initial condition and that can be seen from time response

and indices 811 (<el), EI2 (<e2) and EI3 (<e3).

From above, it can be said that the above criteria set, le t , e2, e3l , for a given system can

be used to validate initial condition Z¿ for various state space initial conditions, X¿.

ã

-4.2

-0.4

-0.6

Time (s)

EII=73.08; EI2=72.54; El3{.84

Figure 5.4 Case 2: Numerical and IIF response with X¿ at t6:0.0 s

5,2 Case with Power sYstem

The power system are described in section 4.2, while considering the cases with the sce-

nario 2 described in Table 5.5. Here both the assumptions are applied and are investigated

in following subsections.

Tide solutio¡ of xl (to{.00 s)
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5.2.1 Validating lssø mption A

Assumption A can be validated by comparing original nonlinear differential equations

N : F(X) and its approximate system given by fnst two terms of the Taylor series as

- 11,i¡ = A¡X+)X ttX shown as'Nonlinear system' and 'Approx. system' respectively.

Here time domain solution is obtained using numerical integration method RK4.

Figure 5.5 a. and b. shows the time domain solution of Gen-4 speed deviation given by

above two methods with initial condition a:. a. t6=0.0 s (i.e. immediately after clearing a

disturbance) and b. tg--0.5 s respectively. It can be seen that the two solutions are not exact

match.

Table 5.2 and Tabie 5.3 shows low frequency and low damped modes present in above

two time responses given by prony analysis for case ¿' a¡d case å. respectively.

Time (s)

a. 1¡:0.0 s

TiEe (s)

b. to:9.5 t
Figure 5,5 Nonlinear and approximate response of to 4 \\ith X0 

^t 
t0=0.5 and 5' 0 s'

Geo 4 speed deviation (to 0 s)

3

2

è
..ta I

cî
'.= ll

-é -1

-2

-3

Gen 4 spe€d deviation (to=0.5 s)

è
5 0.5

d
'Et
't
o -{.5

-1

-1.5
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Table 5.2 Prony analysis of Gen-4 speed for t¿=0.0 s (case a,)

Nonlinear system

No. Mag
Fr€q
Hz

Dâmping
o/o

1.85 0.304 9.11

2 0.20 0.606 9.0'7

3 o.o2 0.894 10.53

Table 5,3 Prony analysis of Gen-4 speed for to=r.5 s (case ó)

Nonlinear system

No. Mag
F req
Hz

Damping

t.7 0.304 9.r2

2 0-17 0.606 9.10

3 0.015 0.891 t0.77

Approximate system

No. Mag
Freq
Ez

Dâmping

1.41 0.304 9.241

2 0.1 I 0.608 9.20

3 0.0063 0.910 9.O54

With initial condition af to=g.g s (Figure 5.5 ¿. a¡d Table 5.2) it can be seen that the mag-

nitude of similar damped frequencies differ significantly. For initial condition al t6=0.5 s

(Figure 5.5 ó. and Table 5.3) the magnitudes of similar damped frequencies are still differ-

ent (magnitude difference of 17 .64 % for damped frequency 1)

For 0.5 s from the instant ofremoval ofthe distubance, the original noniinear system can-

not be represented by frst two terms of the Taylor series. That is because of the fact that

even after 0.5 s the system has not entered into the neighborhood ofSEP where O(Xl3) is

negligible. It ca¡ be said that initial condition, Xo, selected from the trajectories of the

state even within 0.5 s from tlie instant of removal of disturbanc e does not comply with

Assumption A.

Approximate system

No. Mag
Freq
Hz

Damping

I 4.34 0.306 8.9'.7

2 0.48 0.60'7 7.58

0.30 0.823 tl.47
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Now, let's select initial condition at a¡ instant later at t6:0.75 s. Figure 5.6 shows the time

responses of Gen-4 speed deviation and Table 5.4 shows prony results in this case' The

time response given by two systems are in good agreement and prony analysis shows pres-

ence of very similar damped frequencies and thei¡ magnitude (magnitude difference of

7.i0% for damped frequency 1). Hence we can say that now the system is in the neighbor-

hood of SEP wh ere O(X13 ) is negligible and X¿ complies with Assumption A.

Time (s)

Figure 5.6 Approximate and Ntr' response of toa with X¿ at t¿=Q.75 t.

Table 5.4 Prony analysis of Gen-4 speed for f¿=0.75 s

52

Nonlinear system

No. Mag
Freq
gz

Damping
o/o

I .633 0.304 9.136

2 0.1511 0.606 9.073

J 0.0121 0.892 10.492

Approximate system

No. Mag
Freq
Hz

Dâmping

5t'7 0.305 9.201

2 0.1262 0.608 9.11'l

0.0083 0.910 9.101

Once it is assured that the approximate system is a good representation of the origi¡al non-

linear system then we can carry forward the NF analysis by solving for 26 and validafing ir

for Assumption B.

Gen 4 speed deviatior (b={.75 Ð

I
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5.2.2 Validating lssømption B

Figure 5.7 shows time domain response of Gen-4 speed deviation given by RK4 numeri-

cal integration of the approximate system, shown as 'Appx. system', and time response

given by close form solution ofNF analysis, shown as 'NF'. For case a. it can be seen that

both time responses are not in agreement with each other. Hence, in Z space the system is

not in the neighborhood of SEP where O(Zl3 ) is negligible. For this system we select

el : 1100.0, e2 = 1100.0 and e3 : 0.85 based on many simulation performed. Then

îail:;lre of Assumption B canbe appropriately predicted using ndices EIl , EI2 and EI3.
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,t
0

.o -0.

-1. 510 15

Time (s)

EIl=5509.08; EI2=15088.43;El3=1.40

a' t0:0'75 s

Time (s)

EII=1285.17; EI2=89878.68;EI3=1.00

b. to= 1.75t

Figure 5.7 Approximate and NF response of roa with X¿ at t0=0.75 s Bnd 1.75 s.

As the system is not in the neighbo¡hood of SEP ofZ space, we have to select X¿ at a sub-

sequent instant to perform NF analysis acculately. So, let's select Xp at an insta¡t of

t6=1.75 s. Figure 5.7 å. shows the time response in this case ând it can be seen that both

time responses are not in agreement with each other here as well. Fallure of Zgto meet As-

sumption B can again be predicted using all the th¡ee indices. So, let's select initial condi-

Gen 4 speed deviation (to{.75 Ð Ger 4 speed deviation (to l.?5 s)

1.5

I

è
{r 0.5

'5 ll

.o -0,5

-1

-1.5
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tion X6 at a still further instant of 10=2.25 s and Figure 5.8 ¿. shows time response in this

case. Close time response given by closed form solution ofNF anaiysis and the approxi-

mate system, and EII < 1100.0 , EI2 < I100.0 and EI3 < 0.85 suggests, in Z space the

system is in the neighborhood of SEP where O(Zl3 ) can be neglected. NF analysis per-

formed using these values of X¡ and Z¡will be most accurate. Figure 5.8 å. shows time re-

sponse given by the nonlinear system, the approximate system and the closed form

solution given by NF analysis.

510
Time (s)

EII =1050.62; EI2=450.44:EI3{.82

510 15

Time (s)

EII=1050.62; EI2=450.,14;EI3={.82

d. b.

Figure 5.8 Nonlinear, approximate and NF response of roa with X¿ 
^t 

t0:2.25 s.

5.3 Comprehensive test using the power system

Table 5.5 shows details ofvarious Scenarios tsingwhich NF analysis and suggested crite-

ria were investigated. In Table 5.6 to 5.11, tlle results with initial conditions at various in-

stant, t0, after clearing a disturbance for each scenario are tabulated. In the 'Case#', the

first column of the tables, the fust digit refers to scenario and last two digits refers to the

case with that scenario, values in second column are the time, t0, at rilhich initial condition

Gen 4 speed deviation (to=2.25 s)

1.5

I
L?

.la 0.5

'.: u

_9
.o -{.5

-t

-1.5

cen 4 speed deviatio¡ (to=2.25 s)
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was selected from the instant of ¡emoval of distr:rbance. Columl 3 lists whether Assump-

tion A is valid or not by comparing the time response of nonlinea¡ system and its approxi-

mate system. Column 5-7 lists whether three suggested criteria are met or not. Using these

criteria whether I ssumption B ís valid or not is predicted in column 8, while coiumn 9 lists

whether that assumption is valid or not by comparing the time responses of approximate

system and that given by NF analysis.

*For all the scenarios Busl VolF1.02 pu, Bus3 VolF1.02 pu, Gen4 generation=5O0.0

MW, Bus6 Load=1400.0 MW. (refer Figure 4.1 on page 38 for single line diagram)
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Table 5.5 Power system scenario details

Scen-
ario*

lnter-
âreâ

power
(Mw)

Bus2
Volt
(pu)

Bus4
Volt
(pu)

('ent
gene-
ration
o{w)

UEnl
gene-
ration
CMW)

('€nJ
gene.
râtion
tMw)

Bus5
Loâd
(MW)

Contingency el e3

400.u .01 l.0l 665.0 664.0 566.8 900.0 Bus-2, 3-ph
fault, lOms.

t 100.c I 100.0 0.E

4UU.U .oI 1.01 665.0 664.0 566.8 900.0 ljus-Z, J-pn
fault,20ms.

I100.c I 100.u 0.6

4UU.O .ul 1.01 665.0 664.0 566.8 900.0 uus-o, J-pn
fault, 20ms.

t{J{J.(j I100.u {J.E

4 4UU.U l.0l r.01 665.0 664.0 566.8 900.0 uus-)r J-pn
fault, 20ms.

t00.c I100.0 0.8

4I5.U l.ul 1.01 681.3 664.O 557.8 900.0 ljus-+, J-pn
fault, loms.

Ì00.0 I100.0 0.67

ó 415.t) 1.02 1.0¿ óüu.7 frÉr4.t, 554.6 900.0 Bus-5,3-ph
fault, 40ms.

I500.c 1500.0 0.8
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Tatrle 5.6 Cases with scenario 1

T¡ble 5.7 Cases with scenario 2

Case# t0

4ssumption A  ssumpt¡on E

Nonlinea¡ a¡d
Appx time

response match?

EII<€1

c1

E12<e2

c2

EI3-<e3

c3

cl.&
c2.&.

C3

NF and Appx
time respons(

match?

U U,UU NO Yes l\o No No No

U2 0.25 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

03 0.50 No Yes YES Yes ICS Yes

104 0.7 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

t05 1.00 YES Yes res tes Yes Yes

r06 t.¿) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Case# t0

Assumption A Assumption B

Nonlinear ald
Appx time

response match?

EIlleI

cl

E12<Ê2

c2

EI3<83

c3

cl.&.
c2.&..

c3

NF and Appx.
time response

match?

¿ut U.UU NO Yes NO NO No No
'¿02 0.¿5 Yes Yes Yes NO NO No

203 0.50 Yes res No No No No

¿u4 u. /) Yes No No No No No

2U5 .UU Yes No NO No No No

206 .25 Ies No No No No No

2U7 )U Yes No No Yes No No

208 75 Yes No No No No NO

'¿09 Z,IJIJ Yes NO NO No No No

2ro ¿.¿) Yes res tes Yes Yes Yes

¿.51) Yes No Yes Yes No res

tes Yes Yes Yes Yes YES

3.00 Yes No Yes les No Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

5 3.50 Yes Yes res tes Yes Yes

6 J. /) les No No Yes No Yes
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Tabte 5.8 Cases with scenario 3

Table 5.9 Cases with scenario 4

Case# t0

Assumption A A$umpt¡on lJ

Nonlinea¡ and

Appx time

response mâtch?

EIl3I

CI

E123e2

c2

EI3<€3

C3

cl.&.
c2.&..

c3

NF ald Äppx,

time response

match?

301 {J.UU No No YES No No No

30¿ 0.25 No Yes Yes Yes Yes les

303 U,JU Yes IES Yes Yes Yes Yes

304 0.7 s res Yes Yes IES Yes Yes

Case# t0

Assumption A Assurnption B

Nonlinea¡ and

Appx time

response match?

EI13]

cl

EI2!t2

C2

EI3!e3

c3

c1.&.
C2.81.

c3

NF and Appx
time respons(

match?

+U o.25 No Yes res NO NO No

4U¿ U.)U No Yes No Yes NO No

403 0.7) Yes Yes Yes No No No

404 1.00 Yes Yes Yes No No No

4U5 tes No No IES NO No

406 1.50 Yes Yes No Yes No No

4lt I . /) res YES No Yes No res

4{J8 2.01) YES les Yes Yes res Yes

4'J9 2.25 YES Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

4l{) z.5u Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

¿.t Yes Yes t€s Yes Yes Yes

4tZ J.UU tes Yes Yes ICS Yes Yes

413 3.25 Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

414 3.50 Yes Yes res Yes Yes res

4I Yes les No Yes No Yes
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Table 5.10 Cases with scenario 5

Case# t0

{ssumption A 4ssumpt¡on B

Nonlinear and

Appx time

response match?

EII3e I

C1

E123¿2

C2

E13<Ê3

c3

cl.&.
c2.&.

c3

NF and Appx,

time respons€

match?

ó

50t 0.01J NO No No NO No No

5U2 0.25 No YES Yes tes Yes Ies

5{J3 0.5u No res Yes Yes Yes Yes

504 Yes Yes tes Yes YES Yes

505 ,UU Yes IES Yes Yes les Yes
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Table 5.11 Cases with scenario 6

Case# t0

Assumption A Assumption B

Nonlinea¡ ald
Appx time

response match?

EIl<eI

cl

EI2<82

CZ

EI3<e3

c3

c1.&.
c2.&..

c3

NF and Appx.
time response

match?

6Ut U.UU No Yes No No NO No

602 l.5u No No Yes YCS No No

603 No tes Yes No No No

604 3.{J0 No Yes Yes No No No

6U5 3.50 No YeS Yes Yes Yes No

606 4.U0 No Yes No No No No

60'7 4.50 No Yes Yes No NO No

6Uð 5.00 No No Yes No No No

609 5.5U No No Yes No No No

610 7.00 Yes Yes tes No No No

6tl 7 .50 IES Yes No IES NO No

6I: ð.UU YES Yes No No No No

613 ð.5U Yes No Yes No No No

6t4 9.00 Yes No Yes Yes No No

6t 9.50 Yes No Yes Yes NO No

ólo 10.00 Yes NO Yes No No No

6Ì t(J-5U Yes Yes Yes No No No

6rE L.UI) Yes YES No No No No

619 I1.50 Yes Yes res Yes Yes les

ttzl) 2.00 res Yes No Yes NO Yes

62t 2.50 res Yes No No No Yes

J.UU Yes No Yes No No Yes

623 3.50 Yes Yes res Yes Yes Yes

624 14.00 IES Yes Yes No NO Yes

625 14.)u Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

626 15.00 YeS No les No No les

621 5.50 les Yes Yes tes Yes Yes

628 16.u0 Yes res Yes Yes Yes Yes

629 16.50 Yes Yes res No No ICS
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5,4 Discussion

5,4,1 Validating,4ssa mPtion A

From Subsection 5.2.1 it can be seen that if the system is not in the neighborhood ofSEP

where O(X13) is negligible, or in other words initial condition X¿ at a given instant (e.g. at

to:0.0 s and t6:0.5 s in this particular case) violates Assumption A' i'rlen the original non-

linear system cannot be approximated using the fust two terms of the Taylor series, which

is an approximate fepresentation of the system for NF analysis. Hence, NF analysis camot

provide accurate information about the system using an i¡accurate approximate system'

With time the system will move towalds an SEP and hence we can select the initial condi

tion at a subsequent instant when the system is in the neighborhood of SEP where O(X13 )

is negligible, or in other words initial condition X6 at a given instant complies with

AssutnptionA(e.g'att0:0'T5sinthisparticuiarcase)'Inthatcasetheapproximatesys.

tem is an accurate representation of the system, using which NF analysis can provide

accurate information about structural property of the system. Prony analysis has been suc-

cessfully used to validate this assumption.

while using NF analysis for the power system, it has been observed that initial condition

selected immediateþ after clearing a disturbance usually does not meet this assumption

(case 101,...,601 in Section 5.3).
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5.4.2 Validating lssz mption B

For NF analysis to produce accurate information about the system an another approxima-

tion has to be validated, that n Z space the system is in the neighborhood of SEP where

O(Zl3) ís negligible or in other words Z6 should be sufficiently small so that O(Zl3 ) can

be neglected. Using cases with the nonlinear system (Subsection 5.1.1,5.1.2 (case a. to i')

and 5.1.4 (case a.)) and the power system (Subsection 5.2.2) it has been shown that if this

assumption is violated, or in other words if Z¿ does not comply with,4ssumption B,lhen

time response of states given by NF analysis closed form solution cannot produce close

match to that given by the approximate system. Again using dre same argument that was

used to validate,4 ssumption A,the initial conditionx0 at a subsequent instant shall be used

such that in Z space the system is in the neighborhood of SEP where O(Zl3) becomes neg-

ligible, or in other words Z¿ complies with Assumption.B (Subsection 5.1.2 (case j.) and

5.1.4 using the nonlinear equations and Subsection 5.2.2 using the power system)

'While using initial condition immediately after clearing a disturbance, if we neglect

Assumption A and assume that 2nd order approximation is a valid assumption, then con-

verged value of Z¿ usually fails to comply with Assumption B (case 101,..',601 in Section

5.3).

5.4.3 Indices and their accuracy

In Subsection 3.2.2 three indices, EIJ, EI2 and EI3, have been proposed to validate ls-

sumption B.It has been shown that indices ca¡ be used to validate Assumplion.B (Subsec-
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tion 5.1.3 and 5.2.2), and were further tested using all together 75 cases with different load

flow and contingencies (Section 5.3). Following can be verified from the test results

ln the cases with power system, when I ssumption B is invalid (36 cases), indices

correctþ predicted failu¡e except once (case 605).

In the cases with power system, for 39 cases the I ssumption B is valid, i.e. the time

response given by NF analysis is close match to that obtained by numerical inte-

gration of approximate system. Out of 39 cases, for 25 cases the proposed ìndices

could correctly predicted that Assumption.B is valid. While for 14 cases it inco¡-

rectly predicted that Assumption B is invalid.

One set of criteria is sufficient for a given operating point e.g. in Scenario 1-4 with

power system (Tabte 5.5) and in Subsection 5.1.4 with the set of nonlinear qua-

dratic equations only one set of criteria are used.

From the above it can be said that indices can predict faihtre of Assumption B accrrtarely.

However, sometime it may predict failwe of Assumption B while it is not' Following

explains the limitations of the indices in validating lss umption B .

lndex EII is based on relative numerical value of O(Zl3) in à, = ?',2, + 0(143)-Itispos-

sible that minor elIor may appear large for smaller valu e of ?"r2,. The appreciable error in

highly damped modes may not be reflected in time response of states as those may disap-

pear ard / or may reduce quickly with time.
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Simiiariy for rndex EI2, mûror enor i¡ small magnitude of i, may appear very large. Also

large error in i¡ may be due to highly damped modes which may disappear and / or reduce

quickly with time and may not appear as appreciable er¡or in time response of state.

Index EI3 decides whether (I - Dh2(Zò + O(lZ3)) is an appropriate approximation of

(I + Dh2(Zò)1 or not based on eigenvalue of Dh2(Z) . Even if largest eigenvalue is

greater than unity may not appear as error in time response of state va¡iables, as it may

have introduced an error into particular time derivative of z¡¿, which may be of smaller in

magnitude and./or corresponds to highly damped mode.

Because of the these characteristic, indices may predíú rhat Assumpt¡on .B is invalid while

it may not be the case.
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusions and future work

6,1 Conclusions

Recently NF analysis has been reported as a tool for nonlinear analysis of the power sys-

tem. As analysis is nonlinear, an initial condition of the system has to be used for analysis

purpose, and the reported studies to date it has been derived using the state of the system

immediately after clearing a disturbance.

In this thesis two basic assumptions underlying NF analysis have been identified: a. in

state space O(lX3) is negligible and å. in Z space O(Zl3 ) is negligible. It has been shown

that initial conditions, Xs and Zg, to be used for NF analysis do not meet these assumptions

then NF analysis becomes inaccurate. Usually this is the case when initial condition X¿ is

derived using state of the system immediately after clearing the disturbance. If we let go

the asyrnptotically stable system then it will move closer to a¡ SEP widr time and eventu-

ally enters the neighborhood of SEP where these assumptions are valid. Hence, we can

derive the initial condition using the state of the system from the trajectories of the states
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at a subsequent instant so that these assumptions are met, using which NF analysis can

produce accurate results.

To validate the fnst assumption, that the system is in the neighborhood of SEP where

O(Xl3 ) is negligible, the time response of noniinear system and its quadratic approxima-

tion can be compared using any frequency domain analysis. Prony analysis has been suc-

cessfuily used here.

To validate the second assumption, that the system is in the neighborhood of SEP where

O(Zl3) is negligible, th¡ee indices have been propo sed. EIt gives relative measure of the

O(ZP) tha: is being neglected in Z space. EI2 gives relative measure of the effect in state

space when O(lZl3 ) rs neglected in Z space. E/3 gives measure how accurately the equa-

tion (I+ Dh2(Zr))-' can be represented using binomial series, by calculating largest

eigen value of Dh2(Z). It has been shown that these indices ca¡ be used to predict fail-

ure of assumptio î thar O(Zl3 ) is negligible in Z space.

6.2 Future work

It has been shown in Subsection 5.4.3 that the proposed indices may occasionally fail to

predict that lssri mption B is valid. As a future work, accuracy of indices 811 and EI2 can

be improved by consìdering the magnitude of variables Z, and frequency and damping of

the modes associated with it. Similarly accuracy of index 213 can be improved by consid-

ering the magnitude of variable Z and frequency and damping associated with it, while
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estimating the er¡or inhoduced when largest eigen value of Dh2Qfi is greater than pre-

specified value.

When NF analysis predicts the time response of the state variable same as that given by

approximate system, the effect of neglect ed O(Zl3 ) on magnitude of different modes that

predicted by NF analysis can further be investigated Because different components of a

given set of frequencies is not uniquely defined to produce given time responses. Various

cha¡acteristic of nonlinear transformation can further be analyzed for this purpose.

6.3 Contributions

6.3.1 Programsdeveloped

In the research work, the programs developed at Iowa State University were used to per-

form NF analysis of the power system. In addition to that following programs were devel-

oped as a fl¡rther research work

To compute time response of state variable by numerical integration of quadratic

equations, an approximate representation of the nonlinear system.

To compute time response of state variable given by NF analysis.

To compute the magnitude of the modes present in a state variable predicted by NF

analysis.

To simulate the exciter to produce time response of exciter states.

To produce numerical values of the variables of the system to be used as initial

condition in NF analysis.

To compute indices EIL, EI2 aú EI3.
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Appendix A Power System Data

Following describes completely describes the Z-area and 4-generator system that is used

for analysis purpose here.

4.1 Generator Data

In the power system used for analysis, generators are modelled with two-axis model. Var-

ious generator constants are:

Table 4.1: Generator Data for MVAbase:l0O

Parameter Value

Ra 0.000277

Xd 0.2000

Xq 0.1888

Xd, 0.0333

Xq' 0.06111

Tdo' 8.0000

Tqo' 0.4000

H 58.500

D 1,...,D4 81,9,99,10.8

^,2 
Exciter data

Each generator is modeled with exciter as shown in following figure'

Fig. A, I Exciter model



Following table lists various exciter constants, which are same for ail the exciters.

Table .4'.2: Exciter Data

Parameter Value

Ka 100

Ta 0.01

Tb 10.0

Tc 1.0

Tr 0.01

Vrmax 5.0

Vrmin -5.0

.4..3 State variables for power system

Following lists the states used to describe the power system and their location in state vec-

tor using above models of generators and exciters.

f = Wq i, ..., Eqo', Ed i, ..., Ed|, a ¡, ..., (ù4, 62p ..., 6*,
Xe 1,, ..., Xe I o, Xe2 1, ..., Xe2 o, Efd b ..., Efd4l

where:

Eq i : q-axis component of voltage behind the transient impedence, Ei ' , for ith generator

(States 1 to 4).

Ed; : ¿-*tt component of ði ' (States 5 to 8).

ro, : Speed deviation for i/¿ generator (States 9 to l2).

ô,, = Relative rotor angle of lr¡ generator w.r.t. Generator 1, ð, - ð1 (States 13 to 15).

Efd, = pi"1¡ rortage, an exciter ouþut, for ith generator (States 16 to 19).

Xel¡= Ortþutof Zr hansfer function of exciter for ilh generator (States 20 to 23).

Xe2¡= Otrtput of leadJag Íansfer function of exciter for lt¿ generator (States 24 to 27).



tlt

A.4 Load flow data

Power system ioad flow is simulated using Power World Simuiator (PWS). One of the

load flow data in raw data format, generated using PWS, is listed below. For transient sim-

ulation using TSAT requires load flow in ¡aw data format while NF analysis progmm

accepts load flow data in IEEE format, which again can be generated using PWS.

0 100.00

1,'A-reålGI', 230.0000,2, 0.000, 0.000, ¡, 1,1.02000,68.8723, 0

2,'Areal G2 ', 230.0000,2, 0.000, 0.000, t, I,1.02000, 59.4416, 0

3,'Are¿zcl',230.0000,3, 0.000, 0.000, 2, 2,1.02000, 0.0000, 0

4,'Are¿G2 ', 230.0000,2, 0.000, 0.000, 2, 2,1.02000, -7.6842, 0

5,'LoadB'rsI', 230.0000,1, 0.000, 0.000, I, t,0.97667,51.9766, 0

6,'LoådBus2', 230.0000,1, 0.000, 0.000, 2, 2,0.91496, -13.4941, 0

O / END OF BUS DATA, BEGIN LOAD D.å.TA

5,'1 ',1, I, l, 900.000, 250.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, -0.000, 0

5,'2',r, I, l, 0.000, -25s.100, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, -0,000, 0

6,',t',r, 2, 2, 1400.000, 250.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, -0.000, 0

6,'2"t, 2, 2, 0.000, -2s4.300, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, -0.000, 0

O / END OF LOAD DATA, BEGÍN GENERATOR DATA

t,,l', 680.715, -ll-825,9900.000,-9900.000,1.02000, 0, 900.000, 0.00000, 9.00000, 0,00000, 0.00000,1.00000,1, 100.0,

r0000.000, 0.000, 0,1.0000

2,'t" 664.000,516.2E3,9900.000,-9900.000,1.02000, 0, 900.000, 0.00000, 9.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000,1.00000,1, 100.0,

10000.000. 0.000, 0,1.0000

3,'r" 554.652, -18.094,9900.000,-9900.000,1.02000, 0, 900.000, 0.00000, 9.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000,1.00000,1, 100.0,

10000.000, 0.000, 0,1.0000

4,'1 

" 
500.000, 497.901, 9900.000, -9900.000,1.02000, 0, 900.000, 0.00000, 9.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000,r.00000,r, 100.0,

r0000.000, 0.000, 0,r.0000

O / END OF GENERATOR DATA, BEGIN BRANCH DATA

l, 2,'1 

" 

0.0025 0, 0.02500,0.00000, t 0000.00, 0.00, 0.00,,, 0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000,1, 0.0, 0,1.0000

2, 5,'l"0.00100,0.01000,0.00000,10000.00,0.00,0.00,,,0.00000,0.00000,0.00000,0.00000,1,0.0,0,1.0000

3, 4,'1 

" 

0.0025 0, 0.02500,0.00000,10000.00, 0.00, 0.00,,, 0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000,1, 0.0, 0,1.0000

4, 6,'1 

" 

0.00100, 0.01000,0.00000, 10000.00, 0.00, 0.00,,, 0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000,1, 0.0, 0,1.0000

5, 6,'1" 0.02200,0.22000,0.00000,10000.00, 0.00, 0.00,,, 0.00000, 0.00000, 0,00000, 0.00000,1, 0.0, 0,1.0000

O / END OF BRANCH DATA, BEGIN TRANSFORMER ADruSTMENT DATA

O / END OF TR.ANSFORMER ADruSTMENT DÁTA, BEGIN AREA DATÄ

I, r, 415.000, 0.010,'t

2, 3, 415.000, 0.100,'2

O / END OF ARE,A. DATA, BEGIN TWO-TERMINAI DC DATA

O / END OF TWO-TÊRMINAI DC DATA, BECIN SWTICIIED SHUNT D,A,TÀ.

O / END OF S\4TICHED SHIJNT DATA, BEGIN IMPED,ANCE CORRECTION DATA

O / END OF IMPEDANCE CORRECT1ON DÀTÀ, BEGIN MTJLTI.TERMINAI DC DATA

O / END OF MIJLTI-TERMINAI DC DATA, BEGIN MTJLTI.SECTTON LINE DATA

O / END OF MIJLTI-SECTION LINE DATA, BECIN ZONE DATÀ



l,'1

2,'2

O / END OF ZONE DATA, BEGIN INTER.AREA TR-ANSFER DATA

1,2.'l'.415.00

O / END OF INTËR.,A.REA TRANSFER DATA, BEGIN OIIVNER DATÀ

O / END OF OWNER DATA, BEGIN F,{CTS CONTROL DEVICE DATA

O / END OF F,A,CÎS CONTROL DE\{CE DATA



Appendix B Power system test results

Table 8.1 Cases with scenario I

Case# t0 EIl EI2 EI3

2 4 5

0l 0.0( 468.26 890.37 24.7 5

02 0.25 125.45 3t.92 0.52

03 0.s( 48.70 481.3! 0.45

04 0.75 103.14 183.2f 0.42

105 l.0t 83.74 t33.7t 0.46

I06 L2: 240.41 310.0( 0.43

Table 8,2 Cases with scenario 2

Case# r0 EIl EI2 EI3

2 3 4 5

201 0 r68.08 3290.44 52.43

202 0.25 230.0'7 121 69 1.55

203 0.5 25r.57 2905.37 1.44

204 0-'7 5 s509.08 15088.43 1.40

205 4l 81 .91 2912.57 t.29

206 t.2s 1921.59 1701.40 1.01

207 1.5 t840.42 t4227.11 0.7t

208 t.'7 5 1285.r7 89878.68 1.00

209 2 6776.37 257 5.1',l 1.0ó

210 2.25 10s0.62 450.44 0.82

2.5 161l.67 t77.t4 0.49

2 2.7 5 166.93 97 .50 0.48

J t0264.30 r98.49 0.50

4 3.25 667.90 232.11 0.62

5 3.5 1044.41 814.54 0.79

6 3.'7 5 t4645.99 5974.2t 0.'7'7



Table 8,3 Cases with scenario 3

Case# r0 EIl ET2 ET3

3 5

301 0.00 3096.4t r29.45 6.92

302 0.25 32.92 57 .29 0.41

303 0.50 155.98 57 .81 0.34

304 0.7 5 119.85 24.69 o.z4

Table 8.4 Cases with scenario 4

Case# t0 ETl E12 EI3

2 5

401 0.25 361.86 tt2.t6 0.9(

402 0.50 221 .22 2645.09 0.71

403 0.75 397.05 885.48 0.8:

404 r.00 57Q.71 904.80 0.8(

405 t.25 141 1.98 2060.8( 0.78

406 r.5( 507 .56 4361.51 0.57

407 t.75 359.45 7553.8ç 0.77

408 2.01 3 3 8.61 s72.27 0.82

409 2.25 834.39 669.88 0.'t 1

410 2.5( 46t2.72 597.40 0.48

411 2.75 210.33 94.88 0.3 5

412 3.0( 457.49 98.81 0.42

413 3.25 3220.24 743.88 0.44

414 3.5( 305.51 208.31 0.60

4t5 3.',1: 205.7 | 6740.42 0.61

Table 8.5 Cases with scenario 5

Case# t0 EI] EI2 EI3

2 3 4 5

501 0.00 1690.71 r03578.88 10.69

502 0.25 82.53 eal 0.21

s03 0.50 52.96 342.04 0.44

504 0.75 27 .57 285.37 0.45

505 1.00 98.73 tl.6'l 0.34
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Table 8.6 Cases with scenario 6

Case# t0 EI] EI2 EI3

2 3 4 5

601 0.00 15 8.16 '7922.9'7 36.60

602 l.50 3450.24 l4l IJ 0.72

603 2.00 373.66 tl33.92 I .44

604 3.00 292.69 208.90 t.l5
605 3.50 694.65 t43.69 0.60

606 4.00 1290.09 1654.86 t.31

60'7 4.50 s89.17 242.84 2.01

608 s.00 5755.89 336- t I 2.31

609 5.50 2582.90 960.09 2.32

610 7 .00 683.84 550.45 0.89

6 7.50 1091.50 s87 5.24 0.78

6't2 8,00 7'72.40 10686.29 1.96

613 8.50 677 5.r7 5s8.91 t.92

614 9.00 3456.42 t54.32 o.49

615 9.50 7497.59 t26.44 0.73

616 10.00 2133.83 275.O3 1.57

617 10.s0 r314.04 377 .34 1.93

618 11.00 584.',t6 3812.24 1.62

61,9 11.50 206.O9 206.t6 0.59

620 t2.00 806.34 3370.92 0.76

621 t2-50 4r2.62 4390.10 1.55

622 13.00 1878.54 289.03 t.27

623 13.50 891.09 67.29 0.48

624 14.00 520.s8 t26.30 0.87

62s 14.50 655.72 394.69 t.3 5

626 15.00 208s0.68 426.85 t.t4
62',7 15.50 208.92 '76.22 0.45

628 16.00 485.09 726.52 0.73

629 16.50 100.36 914.25 t.l3


